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AbstractThe main goal of this research is intended to find the differences and similaritiesbetween English and Indonesian noun phrases. The problem to study is to know thepatterns of English and Indonesian Noun Phrases. However, it will be detected thesimilarities and differences between the two languages. The patterns of English andIndonesian Noun Phrases are analyzed by using combination English and IndonesianNoun Phrases.The data, the writer uses contrastive analysis method to determine their similaritiesand differences; the source of the research; understanding English grammar,vocabulary, basic English usage, introduction to linguistic; and Tata Bahasa PraktisBahasa Indonesia and syntaxes all data collected above are analyzed by contrastiveanalysis.The result of the data analysis reveals that there are differences between English andIndonesian Noun Phrases; namely; adjective as modifier; possessive adjective orpossessive noun as modifier; participate as modifier, noun as modifier and adverb asmodifier. Meanwhile, there are three kinds of similarities that is 1) the similarities ofHead-Modifier; the similarities of Modifier-Head and the similarities of Modifier-Head-Modifier, 2) the similarities element forming noun phrases, namely prepositionalphrases, adverbs, numerals, noun, demonstrative adjective, indefinite adjective andnon-finite clause, 3) the similarities in order of element forming noun phrases; namelythe order of determiner and the order of modifier. By knowing the differences and thesimilarities above; it is expected that the teacher can explain the noun phrases bothEnglish and Indonesian well.Keyword : contrastive analysis, noun phrase

INTRODUCTIONThere are many problems in learning language such as non linguisticand linguistic. Non linguistic problem is motivation, environment, andculture.  Linguistic problem is syntax and semantic. The nature and thedescription of the problem depend on the comparison of the twolanguage structures and habit system.
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On the source language interferes with the acquisition of the targetlanguage. To avoid the difficulties in learning the target language, it isnecessary to know the similarities and the differences between thesource language and the target language.One of the difficulties in learning target language in Noun Phrasepattern. It is reason why the contrastive Analysis between English andIndonesian Noun Phrase must be presented. Indonesian learners still getdifficulties in constructing English Noun Phrase and it is important toknow the rules of writing Noun Phrase especially in English.Contrastive analysis is a procedure that is comparing the structure ofthe native and foreign language, predicting the difficulties and the errorsin learning process, arranging the teaching material and also preparingthe method in giving the subjects to the learners. Henry Guntur Tarigan(1988: 23) states that “Analisis perbedaan adalah kegiatan yangmencoba membandingkan struktur B1 dan B2 untuk mengidentifikasiperbedaan-perbedaan diantara kedua bahasa”.From the definition above, it can be stated that the different analysiscompares two things concerning with linguistic points. To support thestatement, the writer would like to give definition about the differentanalysis according to Sri Hartuti (1989:45) as “cabang ilmu yangmembandingkan dua bahasa dari segala komponennya secara sinkroniksehingga ditemukan perbedaan dan kemiripan-kemiripan yang ada”.According to Sri Hastuti (189:23) the contrastive analysis can be usedtoo help the teaching in learning instruction, to help overcominglearner’s difficulties in learning process on the target language todiscover easily the difficulties faced by the learners to obtain the regularlearning to be used as follow up to classify the error easily.Phrases are group of words that operate as a single structure but notnormally as free utterances that initiate conversation. Phrase is enlargedby modifications structures in which one word functions as head andothers as modifiers. Ramlan (1981:136) states further that phrases hastwo kinds, namely exocentric and endocentric.According to George Wishon and Burks (1980:56) English Noun Phraseis also called endocentric phrase and at least contains of twocomponents, head and modifier. Head is the most element in EnglishNoun Phrase. This head has same distribution with the phrase which isformed. It can be stated that Head in English Noun Phrase can be
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adjective participle, noun, adverbial, prepositional phrase, infinitive, andfunction word (include determiner).From the explanation above, it is clear that to compose English NounPhrase we can not release from head and modifier. So we must payattention to the rules or pattern of English Noun Phrase. To make clear,here the writer would like to present the pattern of English Noun Phrasestate by Ronal Wardhaugh (1985:41).The writer would like to try to compare the structure of Indonesia as thesource language and the structure of English as the target language toidentify the differences and the similarities. In this article the writerwould like to clarify the similarities and differences between English andIndonesian noun phrases.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGYThe design of this research was qualitative descriptive with thespecification on library research. It refers to the general strategyfollowed in gathering and analyzing the data necessary for answeringthe question at hand. The data are analyzed in the form of phenomenadescription not numerical or cause and effect relationship. This researchyields description of the data analyzed to find the similarities and thedifferences between English and Indonesian Noun Phrase.To collect the data the writer uses library research, its way of obtainingdata from books especially those which are relevant to the research. Inthis research the writer collects the data from English books andIndonesian books containing study of English and Indonesian NounPhrase. The research compares English and Indonesian Noun phrase. Sothe writer takes some sentences consisting of Noun Phrase quoted frombooks related with this study both English and Indonesian as the objectof the research. They are “A University Grammar of English by RandolphQuirk and Sidney Greenbaum, Understanding English Grammar, ALinguistic Approach by Ronald Wardaugh, Vocab by Rahmadi Sabroni,Basic English Usage by Michael Swan, introduction to Linguistics byRamlan, Tata Bahasa Praktis Bahasa Indonesia by Abdul Chaer andSintaksis by Ramlan, Let’s Write English by George E. Wishon.The writer uses three technique of collecting data, comparative,deductive and inductive.A. Comparative
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A comparison of the language can be carried out by using only of severaldifferent models. This emphasized the importance of detailed “ScientificDescription” of language based on a description of the differentcategories that make up the pattern of a language. These categorieswhere defines informal form and they were established inductively.B. DeductiveIn the deductive technique, Best (1981: 4) state that deductive processof moving from the general observation to the specific. In this case, thewriter takes decision which departs from the general fact to the specificfact. Based on this technique the writer collects the data related to thisstudy from some literatures or books, that is the examples of NounPhrases then concludes them specifically.C. InductiveBest (1981: 6) states that inductive technique is the process of movingfrom specific observation to general. In this research, the writer takesdecision which departs from the specific fact to general fact by usingcertain logical principle.The writer collects the data related to that research from some booksthat is the examples of the noun phrase and concludes them generally.The data obtained analyzed by using syntactical theory suggested bysome English and Indonesian linguistic. In this processing English andIndonesian Noun Phrase are analyzed and classified on the basic of thekinds of structure of Noun Phrase
RESULTSThis chapter describes presenting of the data, the description of the dataand the data analysis.- English Noun PhraseEnglish Noun Phrase is also called endocentric phrase and at leastcontains of two components, head and modifier. Head is the mostelement in English Noun Phrase. This head has some distribution withthe phrase which is formed. It can be known that head in English NounPhrase is always noun. Modification in English Noun Phrase can beadjective, noun, adverbial, participle, preposition phrase, function word(determiner) and infinitive (Ronald Wardaugh, 1985: 45).After analyzing all data, the writer will find out the similarities and thedifferences of the pre modifier and post modifier of English andIndonesian Noun Phrases as follows:
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1. The similarities in the order of determiner and in the order ofmodifier in English and Indonesian Noun Phrases.a. The Pre ModifierThe system of the pre modifier of the Indonesian Noun Phrase is similarto that the English Noun Phrase which expresses a quantity will bestructured in the same way as that of the Indonesian one. So, theadjective indefinite quantities of both types of the noun phrase are premodifier. The following table will clarify those similarities.
Determiner
– Items

Headword Determiner
– Item

HeadwordSedikitbeberapasemua Waktutempatlagu a littlea fewall timeplacessongsb. The Post Modifier1. Prepositional PhraseIndonesian prepositional phrases modifying the nouns are more or less similarto the English ones.Notice the table below:
Headwords

Prepositional
Phrase Meaning in EnglishIndonesian BerasKirimanBukuBusRumah

dari Jogjauntuk IbutentangGeografimenuju Solodi sampingmasjid

Rice from JogjaThe shipment frommotherBook aboutgeographyBus to SoloThe house besidethe mosque
Headwords English Prepositional PhraseWriterBookTeaPicture

in the U. S.of poemswithout milkon the wall
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The above examples indicate that both Indonesian and Englishprepositional phrases have the same distribution as post modifier of theheadwords.c. Adverb and AdverbialsMost adjective and English adverbs or adverbials are post modifier.Notice the following comparison:
Indonesian EnglishPemandangan di luarKamar-kamar di lantai atasPertanyaan-pertanyaan sekarangTahun sebelumnya

The view outsideThe rooms upstairsThe questions nowThe year beforeIt is clear that the English adverbs ‘outside’, ‘upstairs’, ‘before’, have thesame position as the Indonesian ones ‘di luar’, ‘di lantai atas’,‘sebelumnya’. They are all post modifiers.d. AdjectiveMost adjectives of Indonesian function as post modifier in the nounphrases. The adjectives of English on the contrary, end to be modifier inthe noun phrases.In Indonesian phrase: ‘baju baru’, the word ‘baru’ which isan adjective follows the headword ‘baju’. While in English equivalent‘new shirt’, the adjective ‘new’ never follows clearly the position of theadjective in Indonesian and the English noun phrases.
Indonesian EnglishLelaki yang bijaksanaRumah indahAnak yang nakalMobil merah

A wise manA beautiful houseA naughty boyA red carA part from the tendency of the adjectives of English to precede theheadword, there are some adjectives case like this, the distribution ofadjective would be similar to the Indonesian adjectives.Example:The stars visible.The students brave enough to attempt the English course.The boys easiest to teach.The adjective ‘visible’, ‘brave enough to attempt the course’, ‘easiest toteach’, follow the headwords ‘stars’, ‘students’, ‘boys’ respectively, in
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those English phrases, the adjective would be expressed in the sameposition as the Indonesian ones. They are placed as post modifiers.Example:Bintang-bintang yang tampak.Para siswa yang cukup berani mencoba kursus bahasa Inggris itu.Anak-anak yang paling mudah untuk belajar.Nouns or noun phrasesIndonesian nouns or noun phrases the headwords as post modifier areconsidered to be appositions. Noun or noun phrase as apposition has thesame distribution as the English one. Observe the following comparison:English : - Mr. Wilson, a prominent lawyer, ……….- Mr. Soesilo, president, …………Indonesian: - Tuan Wilson, seorang pengacara terkenal ………..- Tuan Soesilo, presiden, ………..The Indonesian noun or noun phrases presiden, seorang pengacaraterkenal, are appositions. The English noun or noun phrases president, aprominent lawyer are appositions too.e. NumeralsThe Indonesian numerals are used for identifying or naming. TheEnglish numerals are used for identifying or naming. Note the followingcomparison:
Indonesian EnglishElizabeth keduaHenry kedelapanVolume satuHalaman lima puluh

Elizabeth the secondHenry the eighthVolume onePage fiftyEnglish numerals ‘the second’, ‘the eighth’, ‘one’, ‘fifty’ are used foridentifying or naming. These numerals are in the same position as theIndonesian one ‘kedua’, ‘kedelapan’, ‘satu’, and ‘lima puluh’.2. The differences in the order of determiner and in the order ofmodifier in English and Indonesian Noun Phrases.a. The pre modifierIn the Indonesian noun phrase, there is no concord between thedeterminer items and headword, for instance: ‘satu tas’, ‘lima tas’,‘banyak tas’. In the English noun phrase, on the contrary, there is aconcord between the determiner-items and headwords. Somedeterminer-items must be used to write countable nouns, some withuncountable nouns; and some other with either countable or
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uncountable nouns. The English ‘many’ for instance, can not be usedwith singular countable nouns, but with plural countable nouns. Forexample: ‘many table’ (wrong), ‘many tables’ (correct), except forquantifiers of determiner-items and cardinal numbers of ordinal items;the English pre modifier determiner-items, and ordinal items will not befound out as pre modifiers in Indonesian noun phrases. Indonesiandeterminer and ordinal-items tend to follow the headword. The tablebelow shows the different position of determiner and ordinal-items inIndonesian and English Noun Phrases:
Indonesian English

Determiner –
Items

Meja andaBuku JohnTempat iniBinatang-binatang itu
Your tableJohn’s bookThis placeThose animals

Ordinal – Items Surat pertamaHotel terbesarKamar yang bersihModel yang paling cocokBus yang sangat bersih
The first letterThe biggest hotelClean roomThe most suitablemodelVery clean busb. The post modifier1. Verbal phraseVerbal phrase can be post modifier in Indonesian, the kinds of verbalphrases as post modifiers will not be found out in English. These types ofIndonesian verbal phrases are equivalent to the English infinitivephrases.

Indonesian English

Headword Verbal Phrases Headword Infinitive
PhrasesKeputusan (nya)Usaha (nya)Permohonan(nya)

pindah ke Solomelarikan dirimengundurkandiri
(his)decision(his)attempt(his) request

to move to Soloto escapeto resign
2. Demonstrative PronounsIndonesian demonstrative pronouns follow the headwords of the nounphrases. They are called post modifiers. English possessive precede theheadword of the noun phrases and they are called pre modifiers.
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Example:
Indonesian EnglishRumah sayaMobil-mobil merekaAnaknyaSepatu anda

My houseTheir carsHis childYour shoesAfter analyzing all the data, the writer finds out the similarities and thedifferences between English and Indonesian noun phrases as follows:1. The Similaritiesa. The similarities of English and Indonesian noun phrases1) Noun Phrase which states numeral of cardinal number
English Indonesian

Head Modifier Head Modifiernumbernumbernumber onetwothree nomornomornomor satuduatiga2) Noun Phrase which the modifier is adverb and specific adjective
English Indonesian

Head Modifier Head ModifierPeopleIndonesiaExampleGirlSomethingBoy
herenowbelowin blueusefulis like Budi

Orang-orangIndonesiaContohGadisSesuatuLaki-laki
di sinimasa sekarangdi bawah iniberbaju biruyangbermanfaatseperti Budi

3) Noun Phrase which the modifier is prepositional phrase
English Indonesian

Head Modifier Head ModifierMeaningRoadThemeGirl
of a sentenceto Lincolnof storyin the corner

MaknaJalanTemaGadis
dari kalimatke Lincolndari ceritadi pojok itu
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4) Noun phrase which the modifier is noun finite clause
English IndonesianHead Modifier Head ModifierChildBoy playing dollsitting there AnakLelaki yang bermainbonekayang duduk disanab. The differences of English and Indonesian noun Phrase1) Non Phrase which states numeral of cardinal number
English Indonesian

Modifier Head Modifier HeadAaanana
bookcamelhourorangeword

sebuahseekorsatusebuahsepatah
bukuontajamjerukkata2) Noun phrase which modifies is cardinal number

English Indonesian
Modifier Head Modifier HeadTwoThreeFour winnerstreesmangoes DuaTigaEmpat pemenangpohonmangga

3) Noun Phrase which the M is indefinite adjective
English Indonesian

Modifier Head Modifier HeadAllmosteachno
peoplepeopleonesugar

Semuakebanyakantiap-tiaptak ada
orangorangoranggulaNomuch buttermoney Tanpabanyak mentegauang
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several days beberapa hari
2. The differences between English and Indonesian Noun PhraseThe writer can describe the differences between English and Indonesiannoun phrase, the H-M arrangement is more prevailing than the otherways arrangement of M and H in the two languages can be illustrated asfollows:

English Indonesian
Modifier Head Modifier HeadGardenfreshmyredcleversecond

gateairbookbagstudentchild
Pintuudarabukutassiswaanak

kebunsegarsayamerahpandaikeduaThe writer will give more identification on the differences of bothlanguages below:Adjective as modifier
English Indonesian

Modifier Head Head Modifierbeautifulfreshboringoldexpensiveinteresting
girlairdaymanhousefilm

Gadisudaraharilelakirumahfilm
cantiksegaryangmembosankantuamahalyang menarika. Demonstrative Adjective as Modifier

English Indonesian
Modifier Head Head ModifierThosethesethatthis

housespeopletablebag
rumah-rumahorang-orangmejatas

ituiniituini
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b. Ordinal Number as Modifier
English Indonesian

Modifier Head Head ModifierFirstsecondsixth lessonmistakemonth Pelajarankesalahanbulan pertamake-duake-enamc. Possessive adjective or possessive noun as modifier
English Indonesian

Modifier Head Head ModifierMyourtheirSisca’s
roomcompanybrotherdress

Kamarperusahaansaudaragaun
sayakamimerekaSisca

d. Noun as modifier
English Indonesian

Modifier Head Head ModifierStonegardengoldpop
wallgatemedalsinger

Dindingpintumedalipenyanyi
batukebunemaspop

CONCLUSIONThere are similarities and differences both English and Indonesian. Thedifferences will cause interference learning target language and thesimilarities will facilitate it. After analyzing the data of the research byusing contrastive analysis, the writer finds similarities and differences inNoun Phrases between English and Indonesian as follows:
I. The similarities between English and Indonesian Noun Phrase.1. The similarities in H-M patterns of Indonesian and English NounPhrases, they are:a. Modifier + Head (M+H)Example: - all people

- semua orang
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b. Head + Modifier (H+M)Example: - Bus to Solo- bus ke Soloc. Modifier + Head + Modifier (M+H+M)Example: - a dozen of new shirt- selusin baju baru2. The similarities in elements forming Indonesian and English NounPhrases, they are:a. The element forming Noun Phrases consisting of prepositionalphrases.Example: English : the road to SoloIndonesian : bus ke Solob. The element forming Noun Phrases consisting of adverb.Example: English : the news todayIndonesian : berita hari inic. The element forming Noun Phrases consisting of numeral.Example: English : seven housesd. The element forming Noun Phrases consisting of nounExample: English : gold medalIndonesian : medali emase. The element forming Noun Phrases consisting of indefinite adjectiveExample: English : each oneIndonesian : tiap-tiap orangf. The element forming Noun Phrases consisting of non-finiteclause.Example: English : the girl sitting thereIndonesian : gadis yang duduk disana3. The similarities in the order of determiner and in the order ofmodifier in English and Indonesian Noun Phrases.a. The Pre ModifierThe position of qualifiers determiner-items and ordinal number ofcardinal-items.Examples:
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English Indonesian

Determiner
– Items

Headword Determiner
–Item

Headworda little Time sedikit waktu
b. The Post Modifier(a) Prepositional PhrasesIndonesian prepositional phrases modifying the noun are more or lesssimilar to the English ones.Examples:

Headwords in Indonesia Prepositional PhraseBerasKiriman dari Surabayadari Ibu
Headwords in English Prepositional PhraseWriterBook in the U. S.of poems

(b) Adverbs and AdverbialsAdjective and English adverbs or adverbials are post modifiers. Noticethe following comparison:
Indonesian EnglishPemandangan di luarKamar-kamar di lantai atas The view outsideThe rooms upstairs

(c) AdjectivesMost adjectives of Indonesian function as placed after modifiers in thenoun phrase. The adjective of English on the contrary, tend to be premodifiers in the noun phrases.In Indonesian phrases ‘baju baru’, the word ‘baru’ which is an adjectivefollows head word ‘baju’. While in English equipment ‘new shirt’, the
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adjective ‘new’ never follows clearly the position of the adjective in theIndonesian and the English noun phrases.
Indonesian EnglishLelaki yang bijaksanaRumah indah A wise manA beautiful house(d) Noun or Noun PhraseIndonesian noun or noun phrases following the head word as postmodifier are considered to be appositions. Noun or Noun Phrases asapposition has the same distribution as the English one. Observe thefollowing comparison:English : - Mr. Wilson, a prominent lawyer, ……….- Mr. Soesilo, president, …………Indonesian: - Tuan Wilson, seorang pengacara terkenal ………..- Tuan Soesilo, presiden, ………..(e) NumeralsThe Indonesian numerals are used for identifying or naming. TheEnglish numerals are used for identifying or naming. Note the followingcomparison:

Indonesian EnglishElizabeth keduaHenry kedelapan Elizabeth the SecondHenry the Eighth
II. The differences in the order of determiner and in the order of
modifier in English and Indonesian Noun Phrases1. The Modifiera. In Indonesian Noun Phrases, there is no concord between thedeterminer – items and the headword but in English there isconcord.b. In English, the position of determiner – items are before theheadword but in Indonesian after the headword.
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Example:
Indonesian English

Determiner –
Items

Meja andaBuku John Your tableJohn’s book
Ordinal – Items Surat pertamaHotel terbesar The first letterThe biggest hotel
2. Test Post Modifiera. In Indonesian, post modifier can be verbal phrase but in Englishcan be infinitive phrase.Example:

Indonesian English

Headword Verbal Phrases Headword Infinitive PhrasesKeputusan (nya) pindah ke Solo (his) decision to move to Solo
b. In Indonesian, post modifier can be demonstrative pronoun but inEnglish can be possessive pronoun.Example:
Indonesian EnglishRumah sayaSepatu anda My houseYour shoes
1) The similarities of English and Indonesian noun phrases, can be:a)Noun phrase which states numeral of cardinal snumber.b)Noun phrase which the modifier is adverb and specificadjective.c) Noun phrase which the modifier is prepositional phrased)Noun phrase which modifier is non infinite clause.2) The differences of English and Indonesian noun phrases, can:a)Noun phrase which states of cardinal number.b)Noun phrase which the modifier is cardinal number.c) Noun phrase which the modifier is indefinite adjective.
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3. The differences between English and Indonesian noun phrasesa. Adjective as modifierb. Demonstrative adjective as modifierc. Ordinal number as modifierd. Possessive adjective or possessive noun as modifiere. Noun as modifier
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